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S wi-fi is everyrwhere - in caf6s'

I I
airports and even in schools'
The advantages ate obvious:
you can move Your comPuter
around from Place to Place
and still surf the net. But
some scientists are claiming
that wi-fi is bad for Your
health. What's the evidence?

0: What's wi.fi?
R: WiJi technology enables devices to communicate

with one another using a radio frequency. This means

that you can use your computer without needing any

wires. Wi-fiworks by sending radio waves between a

router, which is connected to a telephone line, and a

small transmitter in your computer flike laptops'

computers and mobile Phones).

0: Where is it used?
Fl: Everywhere! In the past year around 1.6 million wi-fi

connections have been installed in British homes and

offices. One in five adults own a wireless laptop. Fifty

percent of primary schools and700/o of secondary

schools in the UK have wi-fi.

0: What are the advantages?
H: "The educational benefits from using laptops and

having access to information far outweigh* any fears

over the safety of wi-fi," claims Professor Will J Stewart'

fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering.

0: What's the Problem?
Fl: Some experts think that wi-fi has been installed

without enough research into the effects on our health.

Some research claims that the radiation from wi-fi can

affect concentration, short-term memory and cause

cancer. Last year, two UK schools banned wireless

networks because of health fears. A teacher at one of

these schools suffered headaches and burning

sensations from his school's wi-fi network.
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0: ts there any evidence?
Fl: Not really. But there hasn't been much research yet.

Philip Parkin at the Professional Association of Teachers

said other countries are acting to reduce wi-fi exposure

to children. "Here, these networks are being installed

unchecked and unassessed*l' A leading Government

advisor. Professor Lawrie Challis has said that children

should not place computers on their laps while they are

using wireless internet connections because of potential

health risks.
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: But mobile phones g-ve off* radiation too.
ls wi-fi wolse than mobile phones?
B: The Health Protection Agency says a person sitting within
a wi-fi hot spot for a whole year receives the same dose of
radiowaves as a person using a mobile phone for 20 minutes.
"You're talking about a thousand times less than the level to
which kids are exposed when they hold a phone to their
head," a source close to the Health Protection Agency said.
"There's no way a wireless router at the edge of a classroom
can give you as much exposure as talking on a mobile phoneJ'

Gomplete the gaps with the
correct form of used to or gsed
to doing.
l. Our school have computers

and the Internet - now it has 100!

2. My mum go to the
library to research for projects when
she was at school. I surf the lnternet.

3. My sister is four and she's already
surfing the net.

Match the words from the box
with their definitions.
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l. To look around the Internet @
2. Not be on the Internet !
3. Smaller computer that you can carry

when you travel l_
4. A device that connects two networks I
5. Device that you move on your desk

in order to operate your computer !
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*WORDWISE. outweish (v) is more
important o unassessed (adj) not examined o give
otf (phrasal verb) send out
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